ATTENTION TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES OF GROUP-I MAIN EXAMINATION

In continuation of web note dated 09/12/2019, it is hereby informed that the Extension of time to the candidates to give their preferences for Main written Examination centre (03 options), Medium (Telugu or English or Urdu), post and zonal/ Multi Zonal preferences etc; for recruitment to the posts falling under Group-I Services, pursuant to Notification No: 27/2018 is extended upto 31/12/2019. The screen is available to give his/her options https://psc.ap.gov.in Click here with your OTPR ID.

Further extension would not be entertained. If the Examination Centre, Medium for writing Group-I Examination, post preference and Multi Zonal/Zonal preferences etc., are not given by the candidates,

(i) The Commission reserves the right to allot the applicant to any centre of Examination depending on availability of the resources.

(ii) And, if Medium of instruction is not chosen, the Medium in which answered one written in paper-I (General Essay) would be taken as the chosen Medium subject to the fact that the paper has to be written in one medium only.

(iii) And other preferences such as posts preferences, Zonal/Multi Zonal preference etc., presuming that the candidates he/she has opted for posts in the order of Serial Number of Post Codes, as per eligibility conditions of Notification.

Note:- No change in Examination Schedule and will be held from 04/02/2020 to 16/02/2020.

Place : Vijayawada
Date : 24/12/2019

Sd/-
SECRETARY (FAC)